Previous research has demonstrated an increase in Fuel Economy (FE) using an optimal controller based on limited foreknowledge using methods such as Engine Equivalent Minimization Strategy (ECMS) and Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) with stochastic error in the prediction signal considerations. This study seeks to quantify the sensitivity of prediction-derived vehicle FE improvements to prediction signal quality assuming optimal control. In this research, a hill pattern and route type identification scenario control subjected to varying prediction signal quality is selected for in depth study. This paper describes the development of a baseline Toyota Prius Hybrid Vehicle (HV) simulation models, real world drive cycles and real-world disturbances, and an optimal controller incorporating a prediction of vehicle power requirements. Each of the two scenario's potential for FE improvements are analyzed by comparing the absolute and relative performance of the scenario control policies to the baseline vehicle control and a comparison of the results to previous research is made in order to discuss the current understanding of the sensitivity of prediction-derived vehicle FE improvements to prediction signal quality.
Introduction
Research showing an increase in fuel economy due to prediction of vehicle operating conditions from environment knowledge has been well documented [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . But, this research has not achieved engineering implementation due to the difficulty of communicating accurate environment information to the vehicle. Several researchers have addressed this issue by developing and utilizing limited knowledge techniques such as ECMS, a-ECMS, SDP and others [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . Since these techniques are using limited environment knowledge and non-global optimization techniques, the fuel economy gain is inherently limited.
In previous research, the authors [31] instead address the environment information communication issue by implementing optimal control assuming perfect prediction using a trip pattern identification scenario and then analyzing the effect of misestimation. One group has previously examined the effect of error but only from a simple stochastic point of view with no quantification of disturbances [30] . We seek to expand upon the previously presented trip pattern identification scenario by analyzing two new scenario controls which are the route type identification scenario control and a hill planning scenario control.
The route type identification control scenario is designed to simulate a predictive controller in which less-detailed information is available to the vehicle controller. The route type identification control scenario relies only on a prediction of the energy consumption of each segment of the vehicle trip, and controls only the vehicle operating mode (Electric Vehicle Mode (EV) or Charge Sustaining Mode (CS)). Because each trip segment will consist of 10s to 100s of driving seconds, the route type scenario controller will require less information about the driving conditions. We study the route type scenario controller to understand what the effects of mis-estimation of segment energy will be on vehicle fuel economy.
The hill planning predictive scenario control is designed to simulate a predictive controller in which hill grade and vehicle speed information is available to the vehicle controller. Under the hill planning predictive scenario control, the controller relies on a prediction of the hill grade and speed over which the vehicle is driving. The prediction of the hill grade is assumed to be discretized by segment. We study the hill planning scenario controller to understand what the effects of mis-estimation of segment grade will be on fuel economy.
The objective of this study is to contribute to a detailed understanding of the potential for fuel economy improvements that can be achieved through vehicle-level sensing, prediction, and control. We seek to develop a simulation-based quantification of the absolute and relative benefits of the route type and hill planning scenario control as a function of prediction signal quality.
Methods
The route type prediction control aims to optimize fuel economy by predicting the energy intensity of trip segments and optimizing the powertrain mode decision on a segment-by-segment basis. To test the
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sensitivity of this control scenario to prediction signal quality, we will measure the fuel economy cost when the vehicle is subjected to imperfect prediction signal quality in the form of mis-estimation of segment energy consumption.
The hill planning prediction control aims to optimize fuel economy by predicting the driving grade of trip segments and optimizing the function of the vehicle on a segment-by-segment basis. To test the sensitivity of this type of control scenario to prediction signal quality, we will measure the fuel economy cost when the hill planning vehicle controller is subjected to normal disturbances that are a result of imperfect prediction signal quality. The modeled disturbances will include inaccuracy in the vehicle speed, and grade prediction. The hill planning scenario control is structurally similarly to the route type identification scenario control except the sensitivity of the predicted energy intensity is higher, and the conditions of operation are constrained to highway operation.
The input to this simulation-based comparison is a set of real-world driving data. The predictive controller works from this data to construct a prediction of vehicle operation. This prediction is input to the scenario controller, which provides strategic guidance to the vehicle running controller. The running controller ensures that component level constraints and driver torque commands are met by interrupting or adding commands to the vehicle plant. The output of the vehicle plant is the vehicle FE. A flowchart format of the processes under comparison is presented in figure 5 . We seek to compare the vehicle FE under a perfect information scenario and the vehicle FE when the scenario predictor mis-predicts the route due to normal disturbances that might be encountered during real-world driving to the baseline FE.
Baseline Vehicle Fuel Economy Modeling
The baseline vehicle controller operates using a rule-based algorithm that maintains vehicle constraints. To build upon the Prius HV baseline simulation model that has been developed and validated in previous research, a simulation of the Prius PHV fuel economy over standard regulation drive cycles was developed. The OpenModelica simulation environment was used which includes custom component models developed by Colorado State University specific to HV Prius simulation [32] . The results were used to validate the performance of the baseline simulation against publically available fuel economy datasets. A summary of the results of this baseline simulation comparison is shown in Table 1 . Over three relevant regulation drive cycles, the simulated chargesustaining and charge depleting (CD) FE of the baseline vehicle model can be compared to the CS and CD FE as measured by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) over the same drive cycles. In each case, the results compare the "hot" unadjusted test results over each cycle [33] . In general, the results of the baseline simulation are considered validated for the purpose of predicting the fuel economy of the PHV Prius on the basis of their similarity to the real-world test results.
Drive Cycle Development
Each of the two scenario controls selected for study attempt to improve different aspects of driving. Existing EPA drive cycles attempt to capture generic city and highway driving and in order to study the specific dynamics of the two scenario controls, custom drive cycles were developed.
Route-Type Identification
For the route type identification scenario control, the drive cycle seeks to represent both urban, and highway driving conditions with a long duration drive cycle. The route type identification scenario control requires a segment-by-segment speed trace that does not incorporate second-by-second speed information. Instead, this drive cycle seeks to represent city-type driving and highway-type driving as separable segments that can be characterized by the scenario controller as having differing energetic intensity. To develop this baseline drive cycle, the authors drove from Wellington, Colorado to a parking lot in South Fort Collins, Colorado. The drive cycle dataset was recorded at 1Hz using a handheld GPS device. The speed trace, GPS trail, and general characteristics of this drive cycle are presented in figure 1 and figure 6. For the Route Type Identification control scenario, we seek to model three types of errors that may occur in the estimation of segment energy consumption. The three types of errors are described below and the drive cycles that model those errors are presented in figure 2 where the custom drive cycle for the route type identification scenario control has been divided into 6 segments corresponding to segments in the drive cycle that start and end at approximately zero vehicle velocity. The first two types of prediction error are entitled "Biased Higher Energy", and "Biased Lower Energy." These experiments model an error in the predictive controller wherein the predictive controller is biased in that it underestimates the energy required to drive the vehicle over a drive cycle segment. This error might be associated with factors as diverse as unmodeled headwinds, vehicle mass, or driving speed. In the case of this experiment, we will model the error as if it is in the predictive controller's ability to predict the vehicle speed. The second type of prediction error is entitled "Random Mis-modeled Energy." Under this experiment, the prediction signal is modeled as if it has a random uncertainty associated with it. For some segments of the drive cycle, the prediction signal is modeled as if it is underestimating the energy consumption of the vehicle ("Baseline" > "Random Miss-modeled Energy"). For some segments of the drive cycle, the prediction signal is modeled as if it is over-estimating the energy consumption of the vehicle ("Baseline" < "Random Mismodeled Energy"). The value of the miss-estimation is assigned to each segment probabilistically using a uniform distribution of error between ±10% in velocity.
The prediction signal for the route type identification control scenario is the prediction of the energy that is required to drive each segment. Using the drive cycles shown in figure 2, the prediction signal for the route type identification control scenarios are shown in table 2.
Hill Planning
For the hill planning scenario control, the drive cycle seeks to represent changes in driving grade using a longer drive cycle. The Hill Planning scenario control also requires a segment-by-segment speed trace that does not incorporate second-by-second speed information. Instead, this drive cycle seeks to represent hill climbing and hill descent as separable segments that can be characterized by the scenario controller as having differing energetic intensity. To develop this baseline drive cycle, the authors drove west along Colorado State Highway 14 near Timnath, Colorado. The drive cycle dataset was recorded at 1Hz using a handheld GPS device. The speed trace, GPS trail, and general characteristics of this drive cycle are presented in figure 3 and figure 7 . To evaluate errors in the hill planning scenario control, we seek to model errors in prediction of the grade of an upcoming hill. This experiment is entitled "Random Mis-estimation of Hill Grade." As shown in figure 4 , the velocity of the vehicle is unchanged under the imperfect prediction drive cycle, only the drive cycle grade is misestimated by the scenario controller. To model this imperfect prediction, the drive cycle is divided into segments each of which is randomly assigned a deviation from the second by second baseline grade from a uniform distribution between -10% and +10%. The prediction signal is then the segment by segment prediction of driving grade. 
Optimal Scenario Controller Development
The globally optimal policy for driving over the baseline drive cycle is required for the development of the scenario controller. In contrast to the baseline vehicle controller, the optimal controller uses the vehicle velocity along the entire drive cycle as an input and minimizes fuel consumption subject to vehicle constraints. A deterministic dynamic programming algorithm will be used to derive optimal battery/vehicle/engine power flows so as to optimize the vehicle for the baseline drive cycle. The resulting optimal energy management policies can then be used to develop optimal controllers for the Prius that can implement the proposed scenario control under both the baseline and disturbed cycles. This process is illustrated schematically in figure 8 .
The generic dynamic programming problem is defined by a dynamic equation,
The optimization problem is then to determine the control sequence in discrete time, (2) that minimizes the objective function,
subject to state and control constraints,
S(k) is the vehicle's SOC at each stage, k, w(k) is the power required by the vehicle to meet the drive cycle (Pvehicle), and u(k) is the engine power control sequence (Pengine). Further algorithm details including derived non-linear equation and a discussion of assumptions can be found in the author's previous research [31] .
The objective function Jcost is a summation of the fuel consumption at each stage gcost(k), so that minimization of Jcost maximizes vehicle fuel economy. The fuel consumption at each stage gcost(k) is calculated as a non-linear function of Pengine.
The state of charge is constrained to remain within a recommended state of charge range, and the initial and final states of charge (SOCi and SOCf) are constrained to ensure that the change in state of charge over the drive cycle is small. The engine power command u(k) is constrained as nonlinear function of a maximum regenerative braking power, a maximum motoring power, and a maximum and minimum battery current. Deterministic dynamic programming proceeds by splitting the N-stage optimal control problem into a set of recursive 1-stage problems, with discrete states. Working backwards in time, dynamic programming with backward induction defines a cost to go V(S(k),k) at each state S(k). The cost to go defines the minimum cost to proceed from S(k) to each final state S(N). The optimal control policy u(k) satisfies the Bellman principal of optimality: (6) This equation allows for the recursive calculation of the optimal control sequence u(k) beginning from S(N). The state space is discretized into ∼30,000 discrete states (a spacing of <0.005 SOC) at N=1 points per second in time. A dynamic programming algorithm explores all possible control policies (discretized by <500W increments of Pengine) to reach a global optimum in the discretized time-space domain.
To implement the optimized control strategy into the Modelica simulation, we simply replace the Engine Command Algorithm of the baseline simulation with the optimized algorithm derived from the dynamic programming routine. The optimized control policy is imported into Modelica as a 2-D lookup table that can be polled at any state (SOC) or stage (time) at which the simulation finds itself. The output of the lookup table is the optimal engine power, from which the optimal engine torque command can be calculated. As illustrated in figure 5 , whenever the driver command disagrees with the scenario controller recommendation (as might occur during operation over disturbed drive cycles), the running controller overrides the commands from the scenario controller and enables the vehicle to follow driver commands.
Results and Discussion
With the implementation of the optimized scenario control controller, we now seek to develop a simulation-based quantification of the absolute and relative benefits of these fuel economy improvement techniques as a function of signal quality for each scenario control. As illustrated in figure 9 , in order to generate a comparison between the FE and FE sensitivity of each vehicle controller, we can implement them both in the baseline simulation of the Prius, and compare their evaluated FE on both the perfect and imperfect Scenario Control Specific Drive Cycles. Figure 9 . Optimal scenario control development flow charts for the scenario control considered in this study.
Route Type
Under the route type identification scenario control, the scenario controller seeks to break the drive cycle into segments, and to control the operation of the vehicle based on the power requirements of each segment. The optimized control strategy for a PHV Prius to operate over the Route Type Identification (Wellington) drive cycle is shown in figure 10 . Under an optimized controller, the optimal strategy involves driving in EV-only mode for drive cycle segments 1-4 and 6. Only during drive cycle segment 5 (the high speed highway section) does the optimized controller perform any long-duration or highpower engine operation. Based on these results, the optimized controller was implemented in the Modelica vehicle model which enforces EV mode for all drive cycle segments except for segment 5. During segment 5, the vehicle operates in a CS mode.
As illustrated in table 3, when presented with perfect prediction signal, the optimized vehicle controller is able to slightly improve fuel economy relative to the baseline vehicle controller. For the route type identification control scenario, the optimized vehicle FE is quite robust to drive cycles where the segment energy consumption is less than was predicted (Biased Lower Energy), as evidenced by the fact that the predictive controller retains a fuel economy benefit over the baseline vehicle controller under this test and provides a control benefit. The fuel economy benefit is derived from the way that the optimal controller keeps the PHV in an EV mode for the first 4 segments of the test, as shown in figure 12 . This can be contrasted in figure 11 to the engine operation of baseline vehicle. The baseline vehicle allows the engine to operate during acceleration events, thereby forcing the baseline controller to fall from EV mode earlier, and to use more fuel, less efficiently. For the condition where the segment energy consumption is greater than was predicted (Biased Higher Energy), there are only minor differences between the behavior of the optimal and baseline controllers. In both cases, the SOC falls quickly enough that both vehicles fall from EV mode at approximately the same portion of the cycle, and therefore both have similar electrical energy and fuel consumption simulation results (as shown by comparing the two "Wellington Biased Higher Energy" and "Wellington Random Mis-modeled Energy" rows in table 3). 
Hill Planning
The hill planning scenario control is demonstrated to realize a 17.2% improvement in vehicle fuel economy when presented with a perfect prediction signal. As might be expected, the fuel economy of the vehicle using the optimized controller decreases with an imperfect prediction signals, but the fuel economy of the vehicle using hill planning scenario control is still higher than that of the conventional vehicle where the lower estimation of hill grade was less beneficial to control. These results suggest that the development of prediction algorithms that can inform the scenario controller of hybrid vehicles can result in significant FE benefits. But, the field of autonomous and predictive systems control must temper the FE benefits that have been found in research that considers a perfect prediction signal with the knowledge that these benefits will not be realized at the same magnitudes, in practice. Imperfect prediction signal quality is a feature of the real-world environment, and algorithms must be robust to these imperfections. For this study, we do not seek to develop algorithms that are directly translatable into causal vehicle control code, but we can understand that a quantification of the FE cost of reduced prediction signal quality can provide guidance to the specification of prediction signal algorithms. These results show that the route type identification scenario control segment energy overestimate benefitted control while the hill management lower estimation of grade was not beneficial to control.
Conclusions
This study builds upon previous research and provides a more detailed understanding of the sensitivity of sensing/prediction-derived vehicle fuel economy improvements to prediction signal quality. For the route type identification scenario of prediction and predictive control, we have developed real-world derived drive cycles to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of the scenario control. Baseline models of the Prius PHV were refined and used to develop a baseline fuel economy model. Optimal scenario control policies were derived assuming perfect signal quality and were implemented in the baseline vehicle fuel economy model to demonstrate the effectiveness of the scenario control under ideal conditions. Both the optimized and baseline vehicle models were then subjected to imperfections in the prediction signals with the objective of quantifying the absolute and relative performance of the scenario control policies, and the baseline vehicle control.
The FE of the scenario controlled vehicles is demonstrated to be sensitive to prediction signal quality. Even when presented with imperfect information, the scenario control predictive controllers were able to outperform the baseline controller for many of the scenarios investigated. The route type identification segment overestimation provided a significant fuel economy benefit while the hill management lower grade estimation was not beneficial to control.
In immediate future work, we seek to run the route type identification baseline backwards. Currently the strategy that comes from the optimization algorithm is to charge deplete first and then charge sustain which is a default optimal answer under uncertainty regarding the segment energy consumption. If the baseline is run backwards, then the vehicle is charge sustaining at 85% SOC in anticipation of the low energy consumption segments that are to come. When those segments are not as anticipated, FE should decrease for both under and over estimation cases. Also, a lower-level validation of the PHV model is encouraged. Although the HV model was rigorously validated against internal datasets, the PHV model has not been given similar efforts. Additionally, a statistical correlation between real world disturbances and stochastic error would provide an improved understanding of each scenario control's sensitivity to prediction signal quality. Lastly, this developed method will be used to evaluate sensitivity of other scenario controls.
